Fig. 1. Nicole Eisenman, Draw a Picture, Then Make It Bleed, 2005. Watercolor and pencil on pape, 7¾ x 10 inches (45 x 25.5 cm).
Private Collection.
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In a 2005 watercolor and pencil work on paper, Nicole Eisenman has drawn two men, one tall and

one short, standing in front of a piano in a piano store. We know that it is a piano store because

the window behind the men says PIANOS; it is written backwards, since as viewers we are

positioned inside facing the back of the window. On the top of the piano sits an open book, and a

half-smoked cigarette in an ashtray. The tall man, who is touching the keyboard, is well dressed.

He is wearing a bowtie and a handkerchief in his breast pocket, and incongruously he is emitting

an orange-red liquid—watercolor—that spills from his mouth and ears and scalp and fingers out

down the front of his natty attire and onto the elongated piano keys. The short man stares at this

scene with crossed arms and an oranged, bloodshot eye. Written around the edge of the piano in

How do you make a picture bleed? In Eisenman’s piece, the properties of watercolor

a neatly penciled script is the work’s title, Draw a Picture, Then Make It Bleed (Fig. 1).

to “bleed” into the paper are correlated with the leakiness of human bodies, their fluids and

emissions and orifices. In her works, humans shit and piss, they drip from amputated limbs, they

drool out the food they are being forced to eat, they squirt breast milk into cereal bowls, they ooze

snot, they ejaculate. In a series of untitled works from 2008, Eisenman depicts people crying, or

better, weeping, as giant streaks of colored tears are smeared down from their eyes, threatening

to obliterate their faces. This leakiness, within the brilliantly warped logic of Eisenman’s pictorial

universe, is not confined to women, who have historically been understood as more porous. Nor

is it necessarily a cause for concern, or perceived as a symptom or an affliction. The tall man with

his bowtie has some dignity; he keeps on playing, even as the watercolor creates a haze around

Eisenman has been making art bleed for over twenty years in her drawings, paintings,

his head and the puddle on the keys dilutes to yellow around the edges.

prints, murals, installations, and sculptures. (She also works collaboratively with A.L. Steiner

under the rubric of Ridykeulous, formed in 2005.) Though her work has undergone notable

stylistic shifts in these more than two decades, including a major break in her methods of

strategy that is at once feminist and formalist. Her close attention to the physical operations

painting around the early 2000s,1 what has persisted has been her interest in figuration as a

of surfaces and tactility cannot be separated from the often lacerating political content in

her pictures; indeed, the tension between these two is at the heart of her art’s dynamism. She

approaches the figure not only as a narrative tool—a way to gesture to a story through characters

and scenarios—but, especially in her richly textured paintings, as matter and as material to be

manipulated. Viscous passages of pigment are unquestionably fleshy, while they also stubbornly

remain paint. Skin becomes a boundary to be dissolved and reconfigured. Paintings convert into

surrogate bodies that are built up and scraped down, embellished and exposed. Some, like Saggy

Titties (2007; page 67), are so thickly articulated that they push off the wall into three-dimensional

space, as the subject’s titular tits (accretions of squiggled, brightly colored foam) droop out of

Saggy Titties, with its simplified, childlike features and its clotted surface, recalls the

the picture plane towards the floor.

works of Jean Dubuffet. Indeed, by promiscuously engaging with a range of images across the

high/low spectrum, Eisenman finds usable precedents in everything from Italian Renaissance

frescos and German Expressionist canvases to comic books, porn, and horror movies.

Sometimes her experiments in stylistic diversity confront each other in a single canvas, as

in Swimmers in the Lap Lane (1995), where a pool is crowded with writhing, coupling, groping,

grasping figures rendered in a variety of techniques, from expertly naturalistic contouring to

rough schematic outlines. The surface roils with bodies, teeming with several modes of painterly

application as the swimmers’ various “strokes” become a visual pun about brushwork. Some

bodies are delineated via agitated markings; others float above the watery pool and project
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Taking note of Eisenman’s wide-raging set of influences, New York–based painter

and Eisenman colleague Amy Sillman has perceptively commented in a catalogue essay that

Eisenman “perverts” traditional painting. She adds: “What is perversion? Deviation, diversion,

of form, when Eisenman’s figures mutate and morph, but also when she takes on classic subjects

misdirection, corruption, distortion, debauchery.” 2 That perversion occurs not only at the level

such as family life or scenes of labor and queers them—in queerness’s many senses— making

them hilarious, grotesque, violent, and twisted. Many of her portraits are of friends whose gender

cannot be resolved at the level of the pronoun, altogether thwarting the he/she binary (page 50).

Her queerness has sometimes been narrowly understood as a type of manifesto triumphing non-

normative sexuality; such a position reduces her work by focusing on (one part of) its ostensibly

self-evident “meaning,” as if she were a content provider whose only goal was to provide easily

For example, in 2000, Ken Johnson, writing in the New York Times, described one of

decipherable social commentary.

Eisenman’s solo exhibitions as “narrative pictures that envision extremes of man-eating, lesbian

sisterhood.” 3 Despite the fact that only one Eisenman picture has ever shown men literally

being eaten, Sloppy Joe Party (2000) —clearly an absurdist joke about the cliché of lesbianism as

emerging not from same-sex desire but from collective “man hating”—Johnson’s dismissive

summation does its chauvinistic ideological work. It also disregards the skillful, painterly ways

that Eisenman creates a sense of space through a complex figure/ground negotiation, flouting

but also adhering to the rules of gravity by evoking mass and weight and heft in her multi-figure

scenes. As comically biting satire, Sloppy Joe Party flirts with the uncomfortable while it unfurls

as a riot of pattern and composition, of blended tones and clashing colors. In other words, the

Throughout the 1990s, which saw a burgeoning academic interest in identity politics,

iconographic may be one level of analysis here, but it is not the only level.

Eisenman was frequently exhibited within contexts that highlighted questions of sexuality and

gender. One of her first group shows in New York was entitled The Lesbian Museum: 10,000 Years of

Penis Envy, which she-co curated with Chris Martin at Franklin Furnace in 1992. Though feminists

figuration in their works since the 1960s, Eisenman’s commitment to figurative painting—and not

of an older generation such as Nancy Spero (Fig. 3) and Ida Applebroog had been using

only that, but large-scale, tableaux-like history painting— was understood as an assertive way to

Fig. 2. John Sloan, Yeats at Petitpas’ (1910 – c. 1914). Oil on canvas, 26¹⁄ 16 x 32 inches (66.2 x 81.3 cm). Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Museum purchase, Gallery Fund, 32.9.

into the viewer’s space. It is, among other things, a bravura exercise in foreshortening, as the

take up space as a woman artist and as a specific rejoinder to masculinist, Eurocentric histories

biergarten works, Sloan is obliquely summoned, such as his Yeats at Petipas’ (c. 1910 –1914), an

city life with an often bleak affect. In some of Eisenman’s more recent epic dinner party and

work signaled a fresh direction for a bracingly feminist version of figuration that rejected the

towards representational painting and the market boom in neo-expressionism, Eisenman’s

and remixing various pictorial procedures. Coming on the heels of the 1980s’ ambivalence

recycler, scanning them for what formal value she could wrest from them, pluralistically sampling

Yet Eisenman approached these histories of painting with the discerning eye of the

have been like wearing a button that said, ‘I love the phallocracy.’”4

of painting. As Sillman commented, “For a woman to say she enjoyed heroic paintings would

swimmers are arranged diagonally between red-and-white lane dividers, fitted together like
Before she attended the Rhode Island School of Design in the 1980s, Eisenman had

puzzle pieces as they recede back into the upper left corner.
early, informal lessons in art history as a child by leafing through books filled with early

uncharacteristically sanguine image of the artist and his friends, including the poet William

macho-heroics associated with the neo-expressionists. 5 When Eisenman was included in the

twentieth-century American Ashcan school paintings by the likes of John Sloan, who portrayed

Butler Yeats, socializing at a well-known New York boardinghouse (Fig. 2). Eisenman’s biergarten

at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, which placed her alongside Helen Chadwick,

two group shows entitled Bad Girls that had been organized separately on two continents: one

Eisenman’s international prominence was solidified in 1993 –1994 when she appeared in

sexuality, particularly a raunchy lesbian variety.” 6

and art institutions, pop culture, gender stereotyping, consumerism—while also celebrating

rather than the form, of her paintings, with their ability to “debunk just about everything—artists

polemics of the 1993 show), the commentary about her work focused heavily on the substance,

1995 Whitney Biennial (a closely watched Biennial that was seen by many as a retreat from the

and party paintings also cluster figures known and mythical around tables of food and drink,
though her scenes have a more pronounced melancholy tone than Sloan’s canvas, with their
unearthly glow from the strings of lights, the proliferation of mask-like faces, and the occasional
skull face interspersed among the human throngs. In Brooklyn Biergarten II (2008; pages 42– 43),
figures gather with large steins at the edge of a dim turquoise forest. Few are smiling, and some,
including an embracing pair in the mid-ground, are so loosely and gesturally painted as to verge
on being featureless. Layered with art-historical references, this series is a knowing citation of
the Ashcan school, as well as of George Grosz.
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Fig. 3. Nancy Spero, Le Couple (Lovers VII), 1964. Oil on canvas, 38 x 78 inches (96.5 x 198.1 cm). © The Estate of Nancy Spero, Licensed by DACS,
London / VAGA, New York. Courtesy Galerie Lelong, New York.

Nan Goldin, and Sue Williams; and one at the New Museum of Contemporary Art in New York
that became a flashpoint for discussions about the role of humor and irony in contemporary
Laura Cottingham, writing about the convergence of the two Bad Girls shows, stated:

feminism.7 Some feminist critics found the very titles of the exhibits infantilizing and trivializing.

In the most conventional and conservative of senses, the American artists in the
[UK] exhibition—Nicole Eisenman, Nan Goldin, and Sue Williams—are all bad. The
subject matter they play with—sex, violence, more sex, drugs—is not considered
appropriate discussion at the table, nor is it material thought by many to be welcomed
in the discourse of art. The formal properties of their work are equally susceptible to
conservative accusations of badness: Eisenman and Williams can make very messy
drawings and paintings. 8
Cottingham’s points are well taken, as Eisenman’s early commitments to “mess” came out of
But Cottingham goes on to state, in my view quite wrongly, “This is a communicative,

punk and its do-it-yourself ethos that eschewed the stiff, mannered, or polite.
conversational—not a formal—art. Eisenman, Williams and Goldin are each more concerned
with the subjects of their representation than with conventions of aesthetic media in and of
themselves.” 9 I see Eisenman’s feminism as embedded in and inseparable from “conventions of
aesthetic media”; that is, it is motored by how her paints, or inks, or watercolors, or plaster, look.
Aesthetics are, after all, how her images come into meaning. However, now that the moment of
the early 1990s is being historicized, particularly in regards to the AIDS crisis, it seems apparent
that Eisenman’s work has been in productive dialogue with historical moments such as German
Expressionism, as well as with other contemporaneous artists across media, such as Robert
Gober or Félix González-Torres, whose carefully considered bi-gendered and sexually ambiguous
create, with their mysterious holes, their uncanny duplications, and their quiet kinships, may

forms ramified into queer politics.10 The metaphoric bodies that Gober and González-Torres
seem distant from Eisenman’s brash and often literal representations, but they all lay bare the
permeability of identities and the pleasures and terrors of human desire.

So, again, how does paint become a body? In Eisenman’s work, this hinges on touch and

texture, on the massing together of glossy strokes or matte dollops that have been visibly worked

by hand. Because these are textures we can envision experiencing through physical contact, we

approach her work haptically, as much to be imaginatively touched, or corporeally engaged with,

as to be viewed optically. There is a long literature on the haptic register of art, starting with

nineteenth-century Austrian art historian Aloïs Riegl and, influentially, Walter Benjamin, who

argued that tactility is a signature aspect of perception within modernity, and called for more

Crying Guy (2006; page 52), the canvas is broken into separate zones of brushwork, each evocative

material forms of criticism with which to address these sensory solicitations.11 In Eisenman’s

of dissimilar consistencies—from the stippled, thinly painted, short vertical multi-colored lines

of the beard, to the smoothly articulated cheekbone, to the densely applied grey and pink hair at

the upper portion of the canvas. In Springtime Kiss (2011; fig. 4), the two lovers almost melt into

passages of gestural abstraction, punctuated in the center by a glob of red that becomes wet,

glistening lips. In Mountain Man (2006; page 53), mucus-like droplets of red, pink and orange paint

are pressed into service as a nose. The paint has coagulated like a scab; that little patch beckons

the finger. One yearns to touch it, an erotic sensation tinged with the outlaw feeling that to do so

Fig. 4. Nicole Eisenman, Springtime Kiss, 2011. Oil on canvas, 40 x 41 inches (101.6 x 105.4 cm). Collection of Doreen and Gilbert Bassin.
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would be a violation of the rules—there is a haptic charge between the art and the spectator, and
As these canvases demonstrate, and as her prints and drawings even more forcefully

it is a naughty one. Eisenman’s embodied approach to facture verges on the carnal.
illustrate, Eisenman’s pursuit of representational forms has been accompanied by an investment
in dismantling the false opposition between figuration and abstraction. Some of her drawings
are so busy with incident, so full of marks, that they could be mistaken at first glance for all-over
surfaces. In addition to feminist and queer contexts, Eisenman’s work has frequently appeared
in exhibitions about the endurance of figuration. Though her work has been marshaled as
evidence that figurative painting “parallels abstraction [as a practice] that was never absent,
only relegated to the side-lines of modernism in the glory days of abstraction,” the hard and
fast distinction between these modes in Eisenman’s case blurs and becomes insignificant.12
Some of her canvases combine both abstraction—brusquely and quickly applied —and patiently
articulated figuration, evoking a more evidently labored technique. Here disparate temporalities
“Draw a picture, then make it bleed”—the phrase evokes a series of stages, and the

of painting co-exist.
chronology it implies has some correspondence to Eisenman’s actual artistic process. She
draws—constantly, obsessively, sometimes semi-automatically—with fluent draftsmanship,
letting shapes pour through her pencil to the page. These drawings sometimes become the
kernels of her paintings, a laboratory site to test out ideas. She also extensively uses drawing
to map out spatial relations and guide compositional integrity in her large paintings. First draw,
then wound, cut, stab. This suggests that the bleeding comes after the structure—the skeleton
or bones—are already in place, which makes sense; it takes meat and tissue for a body to bleed.
Eisenman’s elicitation of flesh is multiple, not only the bodies depicted, but also membranes of
gooey, encrusted paint itself. We tend to say, of seeing a work of art in person, that it must be
viewed “in the flesh.” Eisenman’s paintings with their subtle surfaces raise the question: whose
flesh, exactly? The viewer’s, or the painting’s?
Art has the potential to create new kinds of bodies, as an arena where the pressures of
tedious gender binaries can be discarded and remade into a neither/nor or a both-at-once. As
Eisenman has commented in conversation with writer and critic Lynne Tillman, “determining
what constitutes a body in art is wide open.”13 This is part of the social and political work that
figuration still does as a space of possibility—it models ways to conceive of identities that do
not conform to stale or policed categories. This potential is why Eisenman’s art continues to be
pertinent to debates about the malleability and relationality of gender, identity, and community.
In her artwork, she plays out acts of revenge, stages elaborate farces, puts shape to delirious
fantasies and chilling nightmares. When the bodies in her work emit smells or break out in ass
rashes, they are sometimes crude, nasty, or humiliated, but also often proud and defiant.
Sometimes Eisenman does not depict coherent bodies at all, but rather frenzied nests
of lines that barely congeal into a form, or silhouettes that merely evoke the figure. With this,
categories of difference become indistinct. Some of her faces bear only tangential relationships
to race as we conceive of it, especially in more recent work where skin tone has become
increasingly non-referential, as in The Breakup (2011; page 59), with its vivid blocks of pink, green,
and blue mapping out the emotions of a single face. It would be wrong, however, to say that for
Eisenman gender or race is irrelevant; she has returned repeatedly to the special constrictions
of the body, not as a locus of freedom but as a site marked by inequity. Power is still wielded
unevenly by some bodies over others, in structurally obdurate ways, and Eisenman continues to
be a scathing commentator about sexism. She sharpens her most pointed satiric weapons to take
aim squarely at the buffoonery—and damage—of white masculinity. And she is very knowing

Fig. 5. Nicole Eisenman, Coping, 2008. Oil on canvas, 65 x 82 inches (165.1 x 208.2 cm). Collection of Igor M. DaCosta.

about how women’s naked forms—which she has painted in orgiastic dioramas—have so often

served as fodder for canonized art. In an inversion of Deleuze and Guattari’s “body without

organs,” Cubist Female Innards (2007) shows organs without a body displayed as sculpture on

a pedestal. Disembodied breasts in Boob Garden (2009; page 156) recall and feminize the self-

contained, monocular heads of Philip Guston, whose modernist work both figurative and abstract

Other queer feminist painters, such as Sillman and Harmony Hammond, have mingled

is another crucial touchstone for Eisenman.

re-think form as queer and feminist? For these artists, variegated surfaces— by turns glistening

abstraction and figuration, paying special attention to the physical qualities of paint.14 Can we

or crusted—are resonant homologies for bodily processes grounded in urges. In her essay

“Feminist Forms,” Aruna D’Souza has theorized the feminist import of textural contrast within

invited or solicited by the sensuous tactility of Eisenman’s textures, this is part of her specifically

the abstract work of Ulrike Müller.15 Extending this reading, I suggest that when the viewer feels

queer, and formalist, figuration, its both-at-onceness and its neither-norness. When she

juxtaposes the slick and raw within a single picture, and merges the temporalities of abstraction

and figuration, the viewer must decelerate. Eisenman makes us take our time to think about how

the picture was conceived and built, to imagine how her hands moved over the canvas at different

speeds—here, rapid and wild, there, lingering and caressing. The formal qualities of her works in

The oscillation between texture and atmospheric mood generates productive, queer

part to slow or even temporarily block interpretation, to arrest meaning while it also carries it.
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friction in her works, as the eye cannot rest only on surface of the painting, but is also pulled
into its emotional punch by way of representation. In her masterful Coping (2008; Fig. 5), numbed
villagers, including a mummy and a naked woman, wade through a street clogged waist-high with
a river of sewage; the scene itself is difficult, but its scatological potency is more fully delivered
through the torrent of painted fecal smudges. Eisenman frequently inserts a nude woman into
a scene of fully-dressed people, indicating vulnerability or exhibitionism, though often this
exposure is treated nonchalantly or ignored. Begun in response to the re-election of George W.

Eisenman’s work is a deep investigation into the tacky as a critical category—it is

Bush, Coping is a depiction of national malaise, portrayed under a sky streaked with turd-like
clouds.
sticky and bodily, as well as openly, and queerly, indebted to kitsch. Her subject matter can be
audacious, as she embraces popular cultural references like graphically pairing Wilma and Betty
from the cartoon The Flintstones in Betty Gets It (1992; page 77); that “bad taste” or lowness is tied
not only to camp, but to the tactility of her canvases. Indeed, according to some etymologists,
the origin of the word kitsch was “perhaps linked to kitschen, ‘to scrape together/smooth down
sludge on the street’ (from Kitsche, the instrument with which this was done). Thus the original
together this association of tackiness not only with kitsch and vulgarity, but with the abjection of

meaning would be ‘daub.’”16 Eisenman’s methods of scraping, coating, and spreading paint brings

Some of her recent interiors draw the viewer into the frame directly, using a

manipulating street sludge.
compositional device of hands situated in the extreme foreground, which serve as a proxy not
only for the painter’s body, but for the viewer’s. In Seder (2011; page 40), we come to occupy a seat
at the table through a pair of hands at the lower edge, holding a broken matzo. Her figures often
overflow out of their contours, as in this work, where the bodies appear to be collaged together
from different art-historical moments. This registers as painterly play as well as discord. In
another work, a scene is witnessed via the framing screen of a cellphone camera, which is
held up and dominates the foreground, introducing a new level of mediation to the image and
proposing a contemporary version of a window to peer through. This is an intimate space in
which another figure—ours—is more explicitly part of the scene. These closed-in rooms can
feel very tightly occupied, verging on claustrophobic. Eisenman uses figures to create space,
expanding architectural dimensions to achieve a sense of depth of field, as well as to maintain a
tether to the world outside the canvas. As she has stated:
If you take the figures out of The Fagend, it’s just a big bunch of abstract blocks with
patterns on them. … If the figures aren’t included, these constructed worlds seem
entirely removed from reality and rather self-indulgent. You need the figure—or rather, I
need the figure.17
At the same time, Eisenman is keen to emphasize the lushness of pure paint, her delight
in its physical properties. Studio (2009; fig. 6), a picture of an artist at work, has been overlaid with
fat horizontal trails of tan paint squeezed right from the tube, snaking their way over the picture
plane and disturbing its flatness. These trails mimic the floaters that exist within the vitreous
humor of the eye, tracing transparent arcs in our vision, as if Eisenman is drawing us even closer
in, taking us inside her head to see as she sees. She says, “Sometimes when I look at paintings I
love I almost feel like I’m breathing through my eyeballs.”18 Here, the same paint that bodies forth
the world also compromises it—it is slashed by those lines as well as sutured together. That
which makes us bleed might hurt, but it also wakes us up.
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